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Your guide to big-bore revolver hunting! Handgun hunting has evolved significantly over the last 25

years. With Gun Digest Book of Hunting Revolvers, you&#39;ll learn about factory and custom

revolvers, plus calibers, bullets, and terminal effectiveness on all sizes of game.Extensive, detailed

look at factory and custom revolversTerminal ballistics: theory, application and bullet

designDissolving myths about paper ballisticsPhotos and stories of big-bore revolvers on the

huntThis book stands alone as the most comprehensive look ever at the revolver as a viable

primary hunting tool and is your guide to taking the hunt to the next level like only big-bore revolver

hunting can. Examine the currently available hunting revolvers and their intended applications.

Read fascinating handgun hunting stories that will keep you on the edge of your seat--and inform

your choice of big-bore revolvers to take any game on this planet. This in-depth examination of

handgun hunting dispels the myths of handgun potency and terminal ballistics and is the ultimate

guide to the challenge and reward of pursuing game with big-bore revolvers. Whether a seasoned

sixgun shooter looking to push the limits, or a newbie just considering the close-range challenge of

handgun hunting, this book is the ultimate guide.
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Noted handgun authority Max Prasac is a regular contributor to Gun Digest the Magazine, Modern

Shooter, Boar Hunter, Bear Hunting and American Hunter magazines. He is the author of Big-Bore

Revolvers and the Gun Digest Book of Ruger Revolvers.



Excellent book for the handgun hunter as well as lovers of big bore revolvers. Includes detailed

information on the cartridges applicable to hunting as well as numerous accounts of their use in the

hunting fields by the author and a number of other experienced hunters. This book will be very

useful for the beginner looking for a good overview of the necessary equipment, yet there is enough

information here to entertain the veteran as well. Especially compelling is the excellent comparison

between the 45 Colt and 44 magnum, one of which will almost certainly end up in every handgun

hunters battery at one point or another. Although the choice between the two isn't made any easier

there is alot of solid information to help you make a decision. If you have an interest in heading

afield with a revolver, this book belongs on your bookshelf

great book, it's full of good info on hunting revolvers and of the accessories and bullets and loads to

go with them. photography is awesome and it is really a well done book. it's great to see all the

contributors and their hunts as well. Tim above has decided he can't play with the big boys and has

an axe to grind, or maybe he's just mad his wife won't let him buy one, but he couldn't be more

wrong. this book is well worth the purchase and time to read. very very well done!

Fantastic new book from prolific handgun writer Max Prasac! I downloaded the digital version from

Gun Digest and have been in it constantly over the last few days. My print copy came in the mail

this morning. First, it is all color and it is filled with sixgun, leather and hunting pics. It is printed on

heavy paper and has a great feel in the lap, which is perhaps an insignificant detail for some but

important to me when I'm enjoying a good sixgun book. It is beautifully laid out and well written.

There is a great forward by hunting legend Larry Weisuhn. Prasac is a compelling writer but also

calls on many of his peers to contribute to this fine publication on hunting revolvers. The author taps

his vast knowledge and experience to produce the many excellent passages on guns, loads, optics

and leather. His first two books are also excellent but this is certainly his best work to date. If you

love hunting with revolvers or just revolvers in general, this book is a must-have for your library!

As good a volume as has ever been published on the subject of hunting with big bore handguns,

written by an expert on the subject. Max is routinely enlisted by handgun manufacturers to test new

offering before they are put on the market, because of his skill and experience. The information in

this book is invaluable to handgun hunting fanatics, and the photography is stunning.A must have

for ardent handgun hunters!Mike HolmesMikesTexasHunt-Fish.com



If you think you might want to hunt with a revolver, then this is the book to study. I considered

hunting with a revolver before I read it, but I have learned so much from Mr. Prasac that I realized

such a hunt might have been a disaster. I have completely reconsidered what I was going to do

before. If you will hunt dangerous game, then consider this book to be required reading. His book on

Big Bore Revolvers is also very useful, with just a little overlap.

there are very few books dedicated to handgun hunting, however, Mr. Prasac`s "Hunting Revolvers"

completely covers the hunting of medium to big game with revolvers........well done Max Prasac........

If you are into or considering handgun hunting, this is a must have book. Lots of great photography,

detailed info on loads, guns, shot placement, terminal ballistics, and real life hunting examples. A

great read.

Awesome book!
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